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Bülent Özdemir

Political Use of Conversion in the
Nineteenth Century Ottoman
Context: Some Cases From
Salonica

The purpose of this study is to shed light on a period of
time in Ottoman history when conversion policies and
practices, influenced by the changes of times and,
resulted in unprecedented socio-political directions. In
order to do that, some conversion cases from the
Ottoman society in Salonica will be presented.  Conver-
sion to Islam is of central importance in explaining the
rise of empire and its formation in many scholarly
studies. It was usually presented as an official policy of
Ottoman administration throughout the centuries. The
devshirme system and Sufi preaching were considered to
be the major instruments of mass conversion to
Islam. On the contrary, I propose to look at the conver-
sion issue in the nineteenth century context from a

different angle.

As is the case in Islam every religion has naturally
sought to attract people to"its own system of teachings
and life style. For this purpose, Islamic faith set some
rules to promote conversion to Islam. For instance, in
the Koran prospective converts are inclwded among the
people who can receive the income of zekat (obligatory
alms).1   According to Islamic understanding, one’s con-
version to Islam is not the embracing of a new religion
but the return to his original faith, because everybody is
regarded to be born in a Muslim faith and without any
sin. Therefore, the one who converted to Islam simply
returns or reverts to his nature.2  Another important
point is that after the conversion all the previous sins of
a convert are forgiven by God. The convert is regarded
as innocent as a new-born baby. This understanding of
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Islam helps a lot for the promotion of Islam and at-
tracts the people who committed crimes but wanted to
repent.3   Since there is not such an institution as the
clergy in the Islamic faith, all the believers in Islam are
responsible to introduce Islam to non-Muslims.

No doubt, conversion was the basic process of the
spread of any religion. Thus, the history of the phenom-
enon of conversion to Islam goes back to the early years
of the expansion of Islam, when the peaceful convinc-
ing of individuals prevailed against the use of force. On
this matter Koran says: “Call to the way of your Lord
with wisdom and godly exhortation, and have disputa-
tions with them in the best manner; surely your Lord
best knows those who go astray from His path, and He
knows best those who follow the right way.”4  The be-
lievers in Islam multiplied rapidly in a very short period
of time not because of forced conversion but because
of the tolerant and convincing nature and simplicity of
Islamic teachings.

Like all great religions, Muslims wanted to convert
everyone to the faith that they believe to be the only
true one. According to Islam, the people of the book
are those who still follow one of the older revelations
given before Islam, that is Jews and Christians, each of
whom have a book to show for their belief. They may
keep all their customs and social arrangements, and are
quite free with regard to their religion. From the time of
the first conquests of Islamic state the tolerant treat-
ment of the non-Muslims was set as a rule in which
forced conversion or extermination of non-Muslims
was prohibited. The prevailing policy was the attitude of

aloofness to the conquered people because the teach-
ings of Koran commend it.5  Thus, this tradition was
followed by almost all of the Muslim successor states.
As in the case of Ottoman Empire, for instance, one
can find so many Christian and Jewish contemporary
and academic accounts which clearly pointed out the
tolerant nature of treatment to the non-Muslims.6

After the conquest of Constantinople, the Otto-
mans continued the previous Islamic states’ general
policy of granting and recognizing the non-Muslim
communities’ extensive privileges respecting to their in-
ternal organization and communal affairs.7  Since Islam
regards Christianity as a religion and respects the Chris-
tians as the “people of the book” and the Bible as a holy
book and Jesus Christ as a prophet, the Orthodox
church was recognized as an official body to supervise
both the religious and civil affairs of the community in
the Empire. According to Professor Ýnalcýk, protec-
tions of the rights of non-Muslims in the Ottoman Em-
pire were considered “a command of God and a duty of
the State” by the Ottomans from the beginning.8  More-
over, the Orthodox Church was particularly recognized
as the most respected religious community in the hierar-
chical structure of the Empire.9  Before the eighteenth
century, traditionally the candidate for the Patriarchate
was proposed to the Sultan by the holy synod of the Pa-
triarchate, which was believed to be composed of Met-
ropolitans who were mostly close to Istanbul, and
thereafter an imperial berat (permit) was issued for the
confirmation of appointment.10
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Conversion as a Nineteenth-century
phenomenon

Since social, political, cultural and economic condi-
tions of the nineteenth century were changed radically
not only in the Ottoman Empire but also all over the
world, the phenomenon of conversion to Islam in the
nineteenth century Ottoman context was also different
from the earlier centuries.

Conversion was a common incident in a plural soci-
ety such as Salonica, which was divided into several reli-
gious groups in the nineteenth century.11  There is only
one condition for conversion to Islam, which requires
one to attest that “there is no god but Allah and
Muhammad is his messenger.” However, it became a
tradition to have two witnesses present during the attes-
tation. The convert has to learn the basics of Islam in
the first place. He/she does not need to change his
name but for the male converts circumcision was ad-
vised.12   Although there is no need to do this as a cer-
emony or before any religious institution or authority, in
the nineteenth century Ottoman context, when a person
wanted to convert to any other religion, he had to do it
in front of the local authorities, including the mufti,
heads of the Orthodox and Jewish communities and
sometimes the foreign consuls.13

I have selected four registers of conversion dated in
the early nineteenth century from Prime Ministry Otto-
man Archives in Ýstanbul (BOA) in order to analyze
the structure and the process of conversion. Each docu-
ment refers to persons from different religious groups,

Catholic, Jewish, Armenian and Greek Orthodox. The
structural style of the documents is typical. All of them
were registered for the purpose of requesting kisve baha
(value of clothes). The depiction of the former religion
of the converts was not severe. Most of the time, the
terms: “batýl dinden ihraç” (exclusion from an unreasoned
faith), “bu ana kadar kefere hilalinde kalup” (to this time re-
maining in the circle of infidels) were used in order to
explain the former religion of the converts. There are
not much information about the special position, age,
marital status of the converts. It can be grasped from
the documents that these persons had already converted
to Islam at another time and place but wanted to regis-
ter themselves as the new converts to qualify to get kisve
paha. We know that the amount of kisve baha  was 150
guruº in the early nineteenth century. Two important cer-
emonial acts were performed during the process of reg-
istry: one was the declaration of conversion by saying
the attestation before the judge and the scribes; another
one was the circumcision.14

Conversion was predominantly an urban phenom-
enon in the nineteenth century context. Cultural interac-
tions and acculturations were best realized in the cities.
Both the mind and the interests of urban people com-
pared to those of rural population were predominantly
more assertive and well developed. Therefore, occur-
rences of conversion cases mostly among the urban
population were very normal. On the contrary, the sim-
plicity and conservativeness of rural population in its
life style and belief in a way prevented them from be-
coming pragmatic-interest seekers.
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In the nineteenth century context, conversion was
an individual private act. If one wanted to convert to
any other religion, one could do it in his limits of pri-
vacy. However, it was not that clear cut. Most of the
time, change of social status, of marital status, the pur-
pose of prevention from abuse, of getting rid of the
debts were some of the several most common reasons
that affected the process of conversion. When we talk
about any purposeful act, we should see politics behind
it. We cannot say that the converts were not sincere in
their acts and always carried an agenda behind their
thoughts and deeds. In fact, we have to give credit to
the righteousness of Islam and what it offers to the
needs of people. But, when we take the subject of con-
version into account as a historical phenomenon, we
have to deal with the causes and effects, which directly
lead us to the political use of conversion in the nine-
teenth century Ottoman context.

Was Conversion Forced or Voluntary?

Apart from some nationalist historians of the
Balkan states, scholars, after having done much research
on the subject concluded that Ottoman state did not
coerce the conversion and nor followed the policy of
forced-conversion. Conversion to Islam was perceived
as an individual’s own decision by the state which also
saw its role as legitimating and registering the conver-
sion cases. As Eyal Ginio noted rightly at the conclu-
sion of his article on conversion of minors to Islam that

external pressures with social and economic consider-
ations always constituted some forms of coercion.15

When we look for common features of human motiva-
tions among converts in the nineteenth century context,
political and practical ones prevailed against the emo-
tional and intellectual ones. Although we cannot gener-
alize the economic aspects as the sole causes of conver-
sion, they played a significant role in the process of
human motivations. The conversions made under the
influence of economic causes were not rejected by the
Islamic faith. While the Koran set the rule by allowing
the prospective converts to receive the zekat, the
Prophet Muhammed practiced this rule by providing fi-
nancial support to some non-Muslims in order to attract
their attention to Islam.16

This was not a process of forced conversion but
that of institutionalized conversion says S. Vryonis.17

Exercise of social function with an efficacy by the Is-
lamic institutions over the Christian and Jewish institu-
tions provided prestige and propaganda for the pro-
spective converts to Islam.18  The rise of sufizm and
spread of the derwish orders in these appropriate condi-
tions could be seen as an example of the institutionally
well-organized conversion in the fourteenth, fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. Nehemia Levtzion also points
out that since the conditions following the conquests
provided a kind of psychological superiority to the Mus-
lims, conversion to Islam became a positive-cultural-
phenomenon among the conquered people.19

Vryonis equates the Ottoman conquest of the
Balkans with the so-called Islamization. According to
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his point of view, the sole purpose of Ottoman con-
quests in the Balkans was to gain converts to Islam or in
more general terms for the spread of Islam. Naturally,
he sees “a picture of cultural change and of a single line
movement of Christians and Jews into the fold of Is-
lam.”20  However, to assert that the ideology of Otto-
man expansion in the Balkans was Islamization is to
twist the historical facts. The centuries following the
early conquests clearly reflected that the Ottomans did
not use the state’s means and efforts to transform all
the peoples of Balkans into Muslims. The movement of
mass conversion was realized in certain areas where ei-
ther there was not an institutionalized religious order or
the people were under religious persecution. Another
point which has been made in the studies is that most
of the time conversions were realized for the worldly
advantages or to escape from mostly religious persecu-
tion. (like in Cyprus and Crete).21  Religious alienation
was another factor which induced some Christian sects
to convert to Islam, like the Bogomils. For instance,
some religious groups such as the Nestorians, the
Monophysites and the Copts living on the borders of
Byzantine Empire were under serious religious persecu-
tion during the spread of Islam.22  Most importantly, the
Orthodox Church, which must have been seen as the
biggest obstacle that stood in front of Islamization, was
not destroyed but rather strengthened by the reviving of
the ecclesiastical seats in the Balkans. The highest au-
thority of the Orthodox Church, the Patriarchate of
Ýstanbul was made an administrative body of the Otto-

man state. Therefore, the issue of conversion should be
viewed as simply an individual and private act.

Generally speaking, the literary historical character
of a Christian child who was converted to Islam is not a
new symbol of the depiction of the Islamization process
in the modern Balkan literature.23  The popular mind in
the most part of the Balkans with the help of actualist
history textbooks has seen the issue of conversion as a
process of official coercion imposed upon the people of
the region by the Ottoman rule. According to Maria
Todorova, the process of conversion to Islam during
the five centuries of Ottoman rule has to be seen mainly
as the result of the voluntary decisions made by indi-
viduals.24  In the nineteenth century, conversion to Is-
lam became more and more an individual experience
and a personal choice. Most of the time issue of conver-
sion remained a hidden phenomenon and completely
individualistic private experience. Since Islam does not
require one either to make official his/her conversion
or to make it publicly known, converts chose to remain
unknown unless they had some political agenda or eco-
nomic interest. We learn of their existence from the
summaries of lawsuits and brief registrations of con-
verts’ names on the ºer’iye sicils (Ottoman judiciary court
records). Since conversion changes one’s legal status al-
most completely, the ties of paternity, inheritance, mar-
riage and the ownership of slaves are also abolished ac-
cordingly. In fact, these registers of conversion refer to
the converted people who one way or the other needed
to make official declaration of their conversion in the
court. There are several reasons behind their intention
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of registration. At this point, I argue that individualistic
political implications occupied an important part of
these reasons. Registering his/her conversion in the Ot-
toman Muslim court consolidated the convert’s belief
and involvement in the Muslim community. “The decla-
ration in the court was probably made as a result of the
wish to have documentary proof to hand, possibly to
show to persistent poll-tax (cizye) collectors”25  says Eyal
Ginio about the conversions in the eighteenth century
context. However, for the nineteenth century the rea-
sons to register in the Muslim court were various. These
were political sympathies, cultural similarities, admira-
tion for Islamic morals, social advantages, political pro-
motion, exemption from taxes, admiration for doctrinal
clarity and social pressure.

Causes of Conversion

In a general sense, conversion requires a process of
preparation in which environmental causes were very
active. The personal motivation and the state of mind
of the new converts in the changing political and socio-
economic conditions of the nineteenth century Otto-
man Empire have to be taken into account. The pro-
spective convert’s social status, economic condition,
intellectual capacity, religious indoctrination, worldly in-
terests and marriage were the basic aspects of causes for
conversion.26  Richard Clogg cited the following ten rea-
sons from a contemporary account, which induced the
Christians voluntarily to embrace Islam:

“1) for the love of civil liberty, 2) in consequence of
the fatigues of slavery and particular vexations, 3) to en-
joy the luxurious privileges of polygamy, 4) to preserve
their property from Muslim usurpation, 5) to enjoy free-
dom in their manner of dressing, 6) to get rid of a capi-
tal condemnation, 7) to free their children from slavery,
8) from want of religion, a sentiment of honour, 9)
from a taste for arms, and often with a design to avenge
himself on a Turk who has ill treated him, 10) from de-
spair, or from a state of drunkenness”.27

We look first at the impact of money given to the
converts as kisve baha (150 guruº in the early 19th cen-
tury). This should be considered as a gift of honor from
the government rather than an instrument of appeal for
conversion. Kisve baha which was awarded upon conver-
sion given for buying clothes was not other than a sort
of financial grant handed out to the new converts. The
amount of sums normally awarded was varied according
to the conditions of time (such as inflationary processes
in the Empire) and the social status of the converts.28

Nikolay Antov asserts that Ottoman government’s
treatment to the new converts differed and more money
was allotted to converts “who had higher social status
prior to their conversion and some who were of special
importance to the Porte.29   The amount of kisve baha in
the early 19th century economic conditions of Ottoman
Empire was a great amount of money for the converts,
since the amount of kisve baha as 150 guruº was exceed-
ing the rate of poll-tax (for the middle category of cizye
payers the rate was 24 guruº) five or six times.  It is gen-
erosity toward non-Muslims, care for the needy and
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pretended holiness of life that especially promoted the
conversion in the cities. Making the religious charity
buildings (like imarethanes) even more active centers for
relief and needs of the poor people regardless of their
religious etiquette in the cities provided suitable space
for the promotion of Islam.

As was the case in other parts of the Empire, con-
version cases in Salonica were quite frequent particularly
in the early nineteenth century, since the population of
the city consisted of three different religious groups.30

Converts (both Christians and Jews) to Islam were pro-
vided with financial and moral support in the form of
either paying all the debts of the converts or providing
great security and protection against all offences. This
protection and practice of paying of debts were fre-
quently exploited by the non-Muslim population, when
they needed either to get rid of enormous debts or to
get protection against their own community’s rather
strict rules. It was very easy for a Christian or a Jew in
those cases to declare that he had converted to Islam,
because when he said that he had become a Muslim, his
former community had no authority over him.31

Consul Blunt reported the following incident relat-
ing to Christian apostasy from Salonica:

“A Greek reaya who presented himself to the Pasha
saying that he wished to embrace the Mohammedan
faith. His Excellency told him to go and reflect, and
gave him a week to consider. The man who is a native
of Ionina returned still resolved to abandon his faith,
but the Pasha having in the meanwhile made inquiries
respecting this individual, and finding that he wished to

become a Muslim purposely to escape the payment of
some trifling debts. His Excellency rejected him”.32

In former years, all the debts of a prospective con-
vert had generally been paid by the Muslims; after that
the individual was accepted as a true convert to Islam.33

The above apostasy case clearly defines the position of
the Ottoman authorities towards the status of Christian
people in Ottoman society. In other words, depiction of
the Ottoman authorities’ aggressive behavior towards
the Christian reaya in which the former perceive the lat-
ter as potential candidates for Islamisation, as found in a
number of accounts, need closer examination. Islam
does not allow conversion of Christians to Islam by the
sword or by persecution, but rather recognizes both
Christians and Jewish people as the “people of the
book” and allows them to continue to exercise their
faith undisturbed as long as they acknowledge their sub-
mission to the authority of the state. On this issue,
Kemal Karpat says:

“The government regarded itself as the protector of
Christians and of their right to abide by their chosen
faith, and infringements of the right by Muslim subjects
was punished. If, indeed, the Ottoman government had
wished to force non-Muslims to convert to Islam dur-
ing its four hundred years of absolute rule over the
Balkans, it had the means to do so. The intact survival
of a great variety of non-Muslim groups in the Empire
… is the best proof of the freedom of religion and cul-
ture that existed during the Ottoman rule”.34

Another factor was the desire to avoid payment of
taxes. It has been pointed out in some studies that espe-
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cially the cizye35  (poll-tax) was used as an instrument by
the Ottoman state to force non-Muslims to convert to
Islam.  Since cizye tax required to be paid in cash, in
some regions, it was difficult for the people to pay it.
That is why, it has been said, mass conversion was real-
ized in some poor districts in order to avoid this tax.
Ottoman government’s adoption of a new collection
method which “the community leader of a particular re-
gion or town was appointed to collect the tax and de-
liver it to the treasury in lump-sum” was a proof that
the Ottomans did not use the cizye tax as an instrument
to force non-Muslims to convert to Islam.36  Noblemen
were the first to embrace Islam in the Balkans in order
to retain their property and social status.37  However,
they had to pay 2.5 percent of their property as zekat to
the state or poor people. Also, male converts had to
take the obligatory military service into account when
they embrace Islam. From the conquest of the Balkans
in the 15th century to the end of the Empire, there was
no policy of forced conversion. “Most of the great
Balkan families and smaller týmar holders converted to
Islam during the 16th century not as the result of Otto-
man pressure, but in consequence of their realization
that this was a necessary first step on the road to be-
coming full Ottomans” says Stanford Shaw on this is-
sue.38

When in the 19th century the Ottoman government
decided to abolish cizye tax and to apply compulsory
military service also upon the non-Muslim subjects ac-
cording to the Tanzimat reforms, they protested against
the new regulation saying that the cizye tax was prefer-

able to the military service.39  The argument which as-
serts that the non-Muslims of the Empire choose to
convert to Islam because of the heavy tax burden upon
their shoulders is nonsensical. On the other hand, the
fact that the amount of cizye tax in the nineteenth cen-
tury was not a heavy burden on the non-Muslims was
dealt with by several studies.

Indeed, the cizye tax continued to be exacted under
the name of bedel-i askerî, the tax for the exemption of
non-Muslims from military service, which was made
mandatory to all citizens of the Empire after the
Tanzimat. When voices were raised against the new
measure of compulsory military service for non-Mus-
lims by the leaders of Christian and Jewish communi-
ties, the old cizye tax was re-named as the bedel-i askerî.
According to an Ottoman document dated 1835, the
number of non-Muslims held responsible for the cizye
tax in Salonica was as follows:40

Table 1 The number of non-Muslims held respon-
sible for the cizye tax in Salonica in 1835.

Non-Muslims Alâ, (rich) 

48 guruþ 

Evsat (medium rich) 

24 guruþ 

Ednâ (lower) 

12 guruþ 

Total 

Christians   250 1280 655 1185 

Jewish 205 862 2840 3907 

Total 455 2142 3495 6092 

 
According to the document in the sicils of Salonica, Sicil,

229:110, 3 ªevvâl 1250.
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ordinary times, apostasy from Islam was unspeakable
and even a crime which required the punishment of
death penalty. According to the traditional Islamic law
of apostasy, being an apostate requires one to deny
Allah’s divinity and attributes partners to Allah, deny
that Muhammad is the Prophet and reject the holy
book, the Koran.

In the case of an apostate being a woman, the pun-
ishment would be imprisonment until she repents to Is-
lam. As is the case of conversion to Islam, apostasy
from Islam was also a private individual act and does
not need to be made public. However, its reflections
and practices in the Ottoman society did not support
this. Most of the time, apostates wanted to declare their
intention of apostasy from Islam in public or before the
certain authority or to the people under social, eco-
nomic, political and moral pressures, even though they
had already known that the consequences will be severe
according to the Islamic law. The following case is very
illustrative:

“A monk of the Oriental Church named Pappa
Isaiah, presented himself before the Council at Serres,
about two months since, and apostatized to the Muslim
faith, and took the name of Isa Efendi. He repented
shortly after and went to Mount Athos and from there
to Greece. He returned a few days since to Serres, and
presented himself to the Greek bishop of that place and
told him of his determination of recanting before the
whole Council. The Bishop advised him not to do this.
The monk would not however follow the Bishops ad-
vice but presented himself before the Council, dressed

Now, from the above numbers, we can draw some
conclusions. In 1835, the number of rich Christian
people who paid 48 guruº was greater than the number
of rich Jewish people. Most of the Jewish cizye tax pay-
ers were categorized lower level, while most of the
Christians were in the medium rich category. If we
compare the numbers with the overall numbers of the
Christian and Jewish population of Salonica in 1839,
1,185 out of 13,000 Christians (9 percent) were held li-
able for cizye tax while the rate for the Jewish population
was 3,907 out of 25,000 (15.6 percent). The above facts,
which are based on contemporary sources, clearly show
the fair division of the cizye tax collection in the Empire
in the nineteenth century even before the Tanzimat
changes. These figures also refute the overlapping asser-
tions and generalizations about unjust measures in cizye
tax collection system in the present literature.

Apostasy from Islam

Another important subject was the apostasy from
Islam. Though this was a rare occurrence, in some spe-
cial periods of the history of Ottoman Empire such as
the Greek uprising and under extraordinary conditions,
there occurred some Muslim apostasy cases particularly
in Crete.41  The practice of allowing the literally con-
verted Christians to repent under the condition of pub-
lic manifestation of their repentance goes back to the
early 14th century when the first wave of Islamic con-
quests occurred in Anatolia and the Balkans.42  In the
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as a monk, and declared himself a Christian. Ömer Pa-
sha and the Council were horror-struck and ordered
that the monk should be immediately beheaded. The
bishop reminded the Pasha of the Sultan’s promise in
favor of the Christians, and the Monk was impris-
oned.”43

In this later case, two important facts can be dis-
cerned according to Consul Blunt: first, the monk ac-
cepted Islam in order to protect himself against the un-
just persecution of the Greek Bishop of Serres, and
secondly, many of the Bishops and clergy of the Greek
Church were warm advocates of martyrdom.44  There-
fore, since the clergy wanted to expel him from the
church when the monk converted to Islam, they had no
influence over him. After he decided to return to his
faith, the clergy purposely let him present himself as a
convert from Islam before the Council, although they
had already known what the decision of the Council
would be.

One who converted to Islam had made himself sub-
ject to Muslim law. Thus, since his legal status was
changed, it was illegal for him/her to return to his origi-
nal faith. If this does happen, he becomes an apostate in
the eyes of his adopted religion, and the Islamic law was
enforced against him. In the case of a woman embrac-
ing Islam, it was also illegal to marry a non-Muslim
man. If the conversion of a woman had happened after
marriage, she had to persuade  her husband to convert
to Islam in order to legalize the marriage. If she failed to
do, the contract of marriage would not be valid. How-
ever, the opposite arrangement was not illegal. A Mus-

lim man was free to marry with a Christian or Jewish
woman without renouncing of her faith. The change of
legal status after conversion to Islam according to the
Islamic law provided opportunities for the non-Muslims
to use conversion for political purposes.  Most of the
time, conversion to Islam was used by the non-Muslim
woman who wanted to end the marriage contracts. By
this way, a woman not only divorced from he husband
easily, but also got a new legal protection for herself due
to her inclusion to the Muslim community.

Conversion from Islam to the Christian or Jewish
faith was prohibited; and if this would have happened,
the punishment according to Islamic law was the death
penalty. When a person who converted to Islam, de-
cided to return to his previous faith and declared it in
front of the authorities, the first act was to persuade
him or her by giving meaningful and convincing an-
swers to the questions raised by the person. If this ef-
fort failed and the person insisted on his apostasy from
Islam, the punishment of the death penalty was carried
out by the authorities.45  In 1844, with the continuous
efforts of British Ambassador to Ýstanbul Lord Can-
ning, new effectual measures were taken by the Otto-
man government to remove the punishment of the
death penalty for apostasy cases, replacing it with im-
prisonment.46

The misperception by Westerners of apostasy cases
and of severe punishment for apostates results from
Westerners’ established background and perception of
apostasy in their own religion, that is, in most cases,
Christianity. In Christianity, apostasy was not an act
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which calls for the death penalty, as it does in Islam.
The perception was that in the Christian religion, one
could convert from one sect to another very easily (for
instance from Orthodoxy to Protestantism); this was
called apostasy and in the nineteenth century did not
merit a severe punishment. Maybe the apostate was ex-
communicated from his own community. Since the
boundaries between the Christian sects (Catholic, Or-
thodox, Protestant) had been drawn precisely, the con-
version from one sect to another was a serious act but
did not require the death penalty in the nineteenth cen-
tury context.47  However, in Islam, while conversion
from one sect to another is not a serious matter mainly
because Islam is not divided into several sects in terms
of the fundamentals of faith and accepting or changing
the sect is not regarded as apostasy. The term “apos-
tasy” in the Islamic context is used only for the cases of
conversion to any other religion; and the punishment of
this action is death. Now, in this context, the accounts
in Western literature about apostasy cases in Islam
might most probably seem severe and the critiques of
Islam and of Islamic rules might also be excessively se-
vere. Generalizing from their own background and un-
derstanding of the issue, they might look at apostasy
cases, say, in the Ottoman Empire, from a distance and
might not comprehend the issue in its Islamic context.
As a result, the punishment for apostasy in Islam con-
tinued to be regarded as a very cruel practice in the
minds of the Westerners.

According to Islam, apostasy from Islam to any
other religion is the most serious attempt and is consid-

ered as a total rejection of the truthfulness of the Is-
lamic faith and consequently requires capital punish-
ment. On the contrary, conversion from Christianity to
any other religion and even within Christianity from one
sect to another is very common and to some extent ac-
ceptable. This difference in perception and also the pro-
tective measures established by the Islamic state for
converts from other religions might have been confus-
ing for Lord Canning who tried too much to change the
practice of Islam wholeheartedly.

Apart from being an individual action, conversion
to and apostasy from Islam, especially in the 19th cen-
tury, became an important political and diplomatic issue
between the Ottoman Empire and Great Britain. British
Ambassador to Ottoman Empire, Lord Stratford Can-
ning, used the issue of apostasy from Islam as a political
instrument to gain the sympathy of the non-Muslim
subjects of the Empire. His intention was to induce the
Ottoman government to abolish the law which required
the death penalty for apostasy from Islam. At the end,
“although Canning did not achieve the abolition of the
law, he did obtain an agreement that it would not be
used in future.48

Generalizations reached under the influence of cur-
rent politics, observable in many Greek books regarding
Ottoman practices need to be clarified in light of con-
temporary evidence. For example, the following case
cited by Blunt was a very good indication of changes in
the thinking of the people in Salonica:

“In a recent case of a Greek woman’s embracing Is-
lam, prior to the ceremony, Vasif Mehmet Pasha called
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the Molla and told him to speak with all due respect for
the Greek bishop, who would be present, and that
when asking the woman if she with free will left her reli-
gion, he must say the ‘Christian religion’ and not the re-
ligion of ‘gâvur’”.49

Conversion of Jews to Islam and Christianity was
another problem that the Ottoman government became
involved in. Though forced cases were not encouraged
but prohibited by Islamic law and the Ottoman govern-
ment, social and economic considerations paved the
way in  some cases of conversion to Islam.50  In cases of
forced conversion, the Ottoman policy was precise and
further strengthened by the Tanzimat reforms. Local
officials were ordered to prevent forced conversion and
forced converts were liberated by government interven-
tion.51  Similarly, there occurred, though very rarely,
conversions from the Jewish faith to Christianity under
the influence of growing Protestant missionary activities
in the Empire.52  In such cases, the Jewish opposition to
their renegades was apparent. Since the Jewish religious
leaders had power and authority over all sorts of inter-
nal affairs in the community, their response was to
counterbalance apostatic tendencies by persuasion,
threat of excommunication, corporal punishment and
detention. It is also clear that the Jewish authorities got
the Ottoman government help for enforcement and in-
tervention whenever they needed.53

We should not disregard genuine spiritual transfor-
mation as one of the motives for conversion to the
Muslim faith. The role of the impact of simplicity,
moral and doctrinal clarity of Islam embodied by der-

vish orders have to be taken into account. However, it
is hard to speculate about these motives by showing evi-
dence from the conversion registers. The standard ex-
pressions like “I saw light” in the registers most prob-
ably referred to the common format of the document.54

Another point was the Ottoman’s policy of the accep-
tance of skilled or high status converts to the
government’s ranks regardless of the sincerity of con-
versions. In some cases, the social position of a non-
Muslim was used by the Ottoman authorities to obtain
the sympathy of the non-Muslims. The case of the con-
version of Sabbatai Zevi best illustrates this.  The apos-
tasy of Sabbatai Zevi  was a well-known story of con-
version to Islam. An article55  written by Geoffrey L.
Lewis and Cecil Roth discusses the political aspects of
the cause of Sabbatai Zevi’s embracing Islam. I would
like to mention it here because of the assertion’s rel-
evance to the subject of this paper. According to the au-
thors, Ottoman government in some way induced him
to accept Islam ostensibly of his own free will in order
to have achieved a mass conversion of the great body of
Ottoman Jewry, “a feat which had baffled even
Muhammad.” By presenting his conversion “as the re-
sult of his having suddenly seen the light”, Ottomans
wanted to show the correctness of the Islamic faith. On
the other hand, this occasion provided an opportunity
for Sabbatai Zevi to “present the conversion as a spon-
taneous action within a messianic setting, as a part of
the necessary fulfillment before the ultimate glorious
consummation.” Thus, we can see in this seventeenth
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century conversion story the collateral use of the con-
version issue as a political instrument.

Conclusion

One thing which is clear in the accounts which deal
with the conversion issue in the Ottoman Empire is
that conversion to Islam neither followed a process of
indoctrination nor did it utilize force. Ottomans also did
not choose to employ force for the propagation of Is-
lam. There is a clear need to distinguish the phenom-
enon of conversion in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies from the one in the nineteenth century. The
process of conversion to Islam during the conquest of
Anatolia and the Balkans can be viewed as “Islamiza-
tion”, it involved a communal or group conversion with
a vast territorial expansion. However, in the nineteenth
century Ottoman context, conversion was a rather slow
process, involving individuals and families in mostly ur-
ban settings. This was a process of interaction and ac-
culturation in which the converts either consciously
chose to undergo a meaningful change as “reorientation
of the soul” or accepted Islam under the impact of
mostly socio-economic and socio-political reasons.
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